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 I slow down, and his true phrases align the iron filings in my own heart. The translator completely
disfigures the written text and its meaning to support Christian views and concepts. I switched it over in
my hands and it was clearly very short long, so I made a decision to just read several pages while I finished
my morning hours coffee.One . 5 hours later on I had completed the reserve entirely, along with my
coffee, and I immediately understood upon completion that I'd read this book many, a lot more times in my
lifestyle. If you are searching for a translation of the Tao Te Ching don't get this author's book. Written
as a collection of very short, almost poem-like chapters, frequently each occupying significantly less than an
individual page, this book is a masterfully crafted information to find real pleasure and fulfillment in your
daily life. They skip the point.It isn't a modern self help book with life-hacks, habit forming tips, or various
other such articulations, but instead a simple, deep, and moving look at what makes up a fulfilling
existence.If you are anyone who has discovered mindfulness, explores meditation, or ponders philosophy,
then this publication is, without question, a must-read.And if you tend to be more of a go-getter.At first I
thought I would not write a review on this book.It has helped me produce difficult business decisions,
lower through the unimportant information and roadblocks, optimize my time, and improve my relations with
my clients and really everyone else in my lifestyle for that matter. This is a book for the real winners, who
recognize that karma is practical, and that compassion is the path to real success.This is a publication that

I will cherish for the others of my life, and Personally i think indebted to the writer and translator for
bringing its wisdom into the world. "A New English Version" -- "Version" is the key term here I first read
the Tao Te Ching in university. Somewhere along the series I lost that duplicate therefore i decided to pick
up this one (especially since it had such high evaluations). Empty your mind of all thoughts. A genuine
blasphemy. This author has written his "modernized" edition of the Tao Te Ching and he statements to
have been open in this fact, supposedly by him utilizing the terms "A New English Version".In a single part
of this "tao de ching: A New English Version" ("Version" is the key word) the writer chooses to translate
"Once the Tao is absent in a country,/ war horses are bred on the borders" to "When a country goes
counter to the Tao, Warheads are stockpiled outside the cities".). When one reads further one in the notes
you see the author admitting he does not even know Chinese (therefore his interpretation of the Tao can
be from additional translations - and how he thinks the lines should go through for poetics sake, or P.C.
sake, etc). A powered entrepreneurial type who is looking more or simple assistance on building your
organization, achieving goals and locating ‘success’, then I encourage you more-so than any one else to pick
and choose this publication up. I need even more peace and serenity in my life.It was a highly profound,
dare I say life changing browse that dramatically impacted my perspective towards my own happiness and
how I interact with others. In the event that you don’t realize the source, you stumble in
misunderstandings and sorrow. I am purposefully losing this publication and looking for a better translation.
Just breathe As with thus many books, we endure the scholarly and erudite reviewers who claim to know
which text and translation is the most recondite, the most accurate, the most true to the initial. I don't
know about all that. I understand Lao Tsu was so important to Asian culture and life, and I know this
publication makes me feel entire again with each reading.An incredibly profound and enjoyable read.Allow
educated debaters go on with their "10 thousand things" arguing about translations and meanings. This is a
tome that empowers you, humbles you, and leads you around the pitfalls that so many humans belong to
throughout their lives. Understand this book, make some tea, switch of the incessant rattlings in your brain
and the screens in your home and relax to ancient wisdom that has influenced millions of hearts and
thoughts for a large number of years... This copy seemed much different than the one I browse years

back. Let your heart be at peace. Let your center be at peace. From the book: "Empty your brain of all
thoughts. View the turmoil of beings, but contemplate their come back. Each separate being in the universe
returns to the normal resource. Returning to the foundation is serenity. The author respects the Tao but
this is not the real deal. When you understand where you result from, you normally become tolerant.



Wisdom shouldn't come in puzzle type..." I could select any web page or any line out of this work by Lao
Tzu and translated by Stephen Mitchell and discover insight. An excessive amount of a pain trying to figure
out what the author is trying to say. Enjoyed this translation Enjoyed this translation Best version available
Most clearness I've experienced in a Tao Te Ching.. Disrespectful tendencious translation... And I am not
just discussing the author's choice to use female pronouns in addition to male pronouns in his version
(incidentally - how close is one able to get to knowing of Tao if one enables oneself to obtain hung up on
seeing "He" rather than "She" in the teachings? I had no idea what to expect of this publication when It
arrived. The Tao te Ching will not make reference to "God" or the "Eternal Phrase" or the "Lord of
Heaven" and yet this publication is full of that Christian filth. This is simply not a translation - it is a re-
interpretation. That is misrepresentation - it must be labeled a A Very Christian Reading of the Tao Te
Ching. Revolting. Very good book Very good book Too much of a pain trying to figure out what .. Lao Tzu
doesn't have to become quite as murky. If these phrases in this review or other testimonials or in
previewing this publication offers touched you you might want to purchase this work :-) On keeping oneself
from the quandaries involved with confusing words and things Timeless wisdom expressed in simple, elegant
language... Nearly every single collection requires multiple guesses..lol as expected as expected Love! My goal
would be to practice one web page a week! Let’s find what goes on! But when viewing the author admit to

what I experienced suspected it produced me feel just like I really got ripped off.
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